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Abstract. This team description paper explains a task that Team HE-
LIOS2018 is tackling this year as well as its general introduction. The
task of the team this year is to share the knowledge between players in
terms of action sequence planning in order to increase the achievement
probability of planned action sequences. Knowledge sharing in this TDP
is defined as having a prediction model of a ball kicker by a non-kicker.
The increase in the achievement probability of action sequences is ex-
pected to help execute the action sequence as planned by the ball kicker.
The usefulness of the idea is investigated through a series of computa-
tional experiments.
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1 Introduction

HELIOS2018 is a simulated soccer team for the RoboCup soccer 2D simulation
league. The team has been participating in the RoboCup competition since 2000,
and has won three championships [1]. The team has released a part of their source
codes and related debugging tools in order to help new teams to participate in
the competitions and to start the research of multiagent systems.

In recent years, we have focused on the improvement of action sequence
planning using a tree search mentiond. This paper explains our recent approach
in order to increase the achievement probability of planned action sequences.

2 Previous Works

2.1 Formation Model using Triangulation

We have proposed a positioning mechanism that uses Delaunay Triangulation
and the linear interpolation algorithm [3]. This model divides the 2D soccer
field into several triangles based on given training data. Each training data
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affects only the divided region where it belongs to. This feature enables us to
adjust the players’ position locally. To compose training data set, we use human’s
observation and their intuitive input. The formation editor, fedit2, enables us to
do such operations.

2.2 Framework for Action Sequence Planning

We have proposed a tree search framework to generate and evaluate action
sequences performed by multiple simulated soccer players [4]. This framework
searches for the best sequence of actions using a tree-structured candidate action
generator and an evaluation function of the candidate actions.

2.3 Released Software

We have released several open source software that help us to develop a simulated
soccer team [2]. The proposed team formation model and framework for action
sequence planning have already been available in the released code. Several ideas
were inspired from other released codes[5–10]. We would like to thank their effort
and contributions. The following packages are available so far1:

– librcsc: a base library for developing a simulated soccer team.
– agent2d(HELIOS Base): a sample team code.
– soccerwindow2: a high functional viewer, which can be used as a monitor

client, a log player and a visual debugger.
– fedit2: a formation editor for agent2d.

3 Knowledge Sharing of Action Sequence Planning

3.1 Action Sequence Planning

As described in 2.2, the team has employed an action sequence planning frame-
work. This planning is made by a ball kicker (called a kicker hereafter). First,
the candidate actions are generated from the current situation of the soccer field.
Each action is assigned an evaluation value that represents the quality of the
action. The selected action is then used as a second kicking point to generate
further candidate actions. This process expands the sequence of candidate ac-
tions in a tree form. Best-first search algorithm is used to traverse a tree and to
expand nodes.

An example of the planning process is depicted in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the kicker
generates three candidates for the first action (i.e., pass, pass, and dribble). Each
of the three action has an evaluation value in the corresponding node. That is,
the evaluation value of the first pass is 30, the second pass is 20, and the dribble
is 15. In this case, the first pass with the highest evaluation value is employed
as the first action. Further candidate actions are generated from the selected

1 Available at: http://osdn.net/projects/rctools/
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pass action. We call the level of the tree as depth of the action sequence. Two
actions (pass and dribble) in Depth 2 are added as the candidate action with
the corresponding evaluation values. The action sequence is updated as the one
with the highest evaluation values among the candidate. In this case, the pass
in Depth 2 is selected as it has the highest evaluation of 35. Thus the resultant
action sequence is “pass–pass”.

The problem here is that even though the generated chain action by the above
process is good, its execution is not easy. Most of the times, the generated action
sequence is intervened during the course of its execution and it is necessary to
plan the next action sequence again. One reason for this is that non-ball-kicking
players (we call this non-kickers hereafter) do not know the plan of the kicker,
which leads the incomplete formation to perfectly execute the plan. In this TDP,
we tackle this problem using the idea of knowledge sharing.

0
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Fig. 1. Action sequence planning.

3.2 Knowledge Sharing

In order to tackle the problem described in Subsection 3.1, knowledge sharing is
employed. Knowledge sharing is to have a common knowledge among different
players. In the context of the action sequence planning in this TDP, the knowl-
edge sharing means that the action sequence generated by non-kickers are made
as close to the one planned by the kicker as possible. To do so, non-kickers focus
on obtaining the information around the kicker as much as possible. Then they
try to generate the same action sequence as that by the kicker. The non-kicker
selects the next action considering the action sequence which will be executed
from the current situation.

4 Computational Experiments

In order to examine the effectiveness of knowledge sharing, we have done a pre-
liminary experiments using Team opuSCOM, which is based on agent2d. Knowl-
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edge sharing is implemented in the opuSCOM players so that all the players are
able to expect the action sequence of a kicker when they are non-kickers. In
particular, we focus on a situation depicted in Fig. 2. As shown in the figure,
action sequences with the depth of less than or equal to two are only considered.
Furthermore, it is assumed that all the actions in the plan are passes. This is
because it is easier to measure the effectiveness of the knowledge sharing without
considering the presence of dribbles, which are difficult to differentiate with self
passes.

nonKicker AnonKicker B

Kicker

Fig. 2. Experimental situation.

　
Table 1. Success rates of the knowledge sharing.

Opponents #Planning Sharing Rate(%)

agent2d 95 89.40

HillStone 89 89.64

Esperanza 84 90.16

Toyosu-Galaxy 30 92.20

WIT 51 89.49

Fifty-Storms 100 90.48

ITAndroids 84 89.81

PersianGulf2017 73 87.45

Ri-one2017 65 89.72

opuSCOM (Before) 114 90.29

Using ten teams that participated in the previous domestic as well as inter-
national competitions, the execution rates of the planned action sequences are
measured when knowledge sharing is implemented in Team opuSCOM. First, we
show the success rates of the knowledge sharing in Table 1. The table shows the
average number of planned chain actions as well as successfully shared planned
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Table 2. Successful execution rates of planned chain actions.

Opponents #Planning D1 (%) D2 (%) D2 per D1 (%)

agent2d
Before 101 73.37 42.12 57.40
After 95 73.39 47.15 64.25

HillStone
Before 94 71.92 39.21 54.52
After 89 70.20 45.79 65.23

Esperanza
Before 89 72.49 43.53 60.05
After 84 73.34 48.92 66.70

Toyosu-Galaxy
Before 29 74.46 30.50 40.96
After 30 75.41 37.12 49.22

WIT
Before 51 74.06 44.36 59.90
After 51 73.57 47.56 64.65

FiftyStorms
Before 104 67.80 37.52 55.34
After 100 68.73 43.01 62.58

ITAndroids
Before 91 73.63 35.61 48.36
After 84 73.95 40.65 54.97

PersianGulf2017
Before 71 70.29 39.74 56.54
After 73 68.67 40.25 58.61

Ri-one2017
Before 67 73.71 36.00 48.84
After 65 73.06 37.03 50.68

opuSCOM Before 120 71.13 41.04 57.70
(Before) After 114 72.43 47.14 65.10

chain actions in 300 games for each opponent team. From this table, we can see
that knowledge sharing is achieved with high precision.

Next, we investigate the execution of the planned action sequences. Table 2
shows the average number of planned action sequences (#Planning), the suc-
cessful execution rates of the planned action sequences for the depth of one (D1)
and two (D2), and the rate of successful execution of the depth-two action se-
quences over the successful depth-one action sequences (D2 per D1). Table 2
also compares the performance of the two versions of opuSCOM, one without
the knowledge sharing (before) and the other with it (after). From this table,
we can see that the successful execution was increased by the introduction of
knowledge sharing. The difference in the performance between the team with
the knowledge sharing and the conventional one is significant by a statistical
test with the 5% level.

5 Conclusion

This team description paper described the approach of the team towards the
successful execution of the planned action sequences. Knowledge sharing is in-
troduced for this purpose. A series of computational experiments were conducted
in order to show the effectiveness of the approach.
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